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OPENING LETTER
LIFESTYLE

The theme of this edition of Navigate is lifestyle, but more than that, it is about living 
well. When we take a moment to consider what that means, we think of hard work 
invested and experiences and passions enjoyed with friends and family made possible 
by our labour. Our passion projects, whether shared or personal, enrich and fulfill  
our lives.

From the admiration of fine art to the enjoyment of the robust flavour of fine wine and  
the thrill of driving a dream car, many of us are passionate about things we can collect.  
A collector accumulates not solely based on personal preference, but also with  
a view to long-term investment. Collections can be involved and time consuming and 
can become an integral part of an individual’s lifestyle and his or her estate. Natalie 
Hewton-Waters of Alberta Private Client provides insight into the art of collecting art, 
with tips on turning your passion into an investment. 

However, with the ongoing economic difficulties we face in our province, we note that 
living well does not automatically mean grandiose living. We can live richly without 
having riches. Cory Boddy of Private Investment Counsel discusses this theme in his 
article on happiness and how the best things in life aren’t actually things. 

Giving back can also be an important part of our lives, particularly as we age. Tanis 
Jalbert, our Wealth Specialist in Edmonton, discusses charitable giving with great tips 
on philanthropy within estate planning. A timely topic as the year draws to a close.

Lastly, Investment Counselor Tyler Simms weighs in with advice on stress-free 
investing, as a less stressful life is something we can all enjoy. 
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MARKET UPDATE
Market Indices  
(October 31, 2016)

1 year 3 year 
(annualized)

10 year 
(annualized)

Bonds FTSE TMX  
Universe Bond Index

5.6% 5.3% 5.1%

Canada S&P/TSX TRI 12.6% 6.6% 4.8%

Canada S&P/TSX  
Energy Index

16.4% -1.4% 1.0%

US S&P 500 TRI (CAD) 7.1% 18.3% 8.6%

Global MSCI EAFE TRI (CAD) 1.2% 12.9% 5.8%

Data Source : Bloomberg

The information provided in this brochure has been prepared by ATB Investment Management Inc. (ATBIM) and is a simplified general summary, not 
intended to replace or serve as a substitute for professional advice. Professional tax advice should always be obtained when dealing with taxation 
issues as each individual’s situation is different. This information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but no representation or 
warranty, expressed or implied, is made as to their accuracy or completeness. This information is subject to change and ATBIM reserves the right 
to change the information without prior notice, and does not undertake to provide updated information should a change occur. ATB Financial, ATB 
Investment Management Inc. and ATB Securities Inc. do not accept any liability whatsoever for any losses arising from the use of this document 
or its contents. 

ATB Investment Management Inc. and ATB Securities Inc. are wholly owned subsidiaries of ATB Financial and operate under the trade name ATB 
Investor Services. ATB Securities Inc. is a member of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of 
Canada. This brochure is not, and should not be construed as, an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any investment. This document 
may not be reproduced in whole or in part; referred to in any manner whatsoever; nor may the information, opinions, and conclusions contained 
herein be referred to without the prior written consent of ATBIM.

Residential Real Estate Median Sale 
Price (October 31, 2016)

0.9% -2.2%

One Year Change

Data Source : EREB and CREB

Sept. 30/16 Sept. 30/15 

Canada Inflation 1.3% 1.0%

US Inflation 1.5% 0.0%

Canada Unemployment 7.0% 7.1%

US Unemployment 5.0% 5.1%

Data Source : Bloomberg

Oct. 31/16 Oct. 31/15

10 Year Government  
of Canada Bond (AAA)

1.20% 1.54%

10 Year Investment-Grade 
Corporate Bond (A)

2.59% 3.36%

S&P/TSX Composite  
Index

2.84% 3.20%

Data Source : Bloomberg

Canadian Income and  
Dividend Yields (pre-tax)

Oct. 31/16 Oct. 31/15

US dollar - Canadian dollar 1.34 1.31

Euro - Canadian dollar 1.47 1.44

Chinese yuan -  
Canadian dollar 

0.20 0.21

Data Source : Bloomberg

Foreign Exchange

Economic Growth (GDP)

Jun. 30/16 Jun. 30/15

Canada -1.6% -0.5%

US 1.4% 2.6%

EU 1.6% 2.0%

China 6.7% 7.0%

Data Source : Bloomberg

Energy (October 31, 2016)

6.1% -1.5%

$2.86
Aeco 
Spot

(CAD/mcf)

22.6%

Data Source : Bloomberg

One Year Change

Economic Metrics

$43.58
Western 
Canada 
Select

(CAD/bbl)

$61.01
Synthetic 

Crude
(CAD/bbl)
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Art and collectibles are making headlines. From record-
breaking sales, including a Picasso sold in 2015 for over 
US$175 million to the over US$1 billion of art sold in a single 
week in New York, this sector is bringing big money and  
is gaining notice in the finance industry. Even the Financial 
Times has a Life & Arts section. Today’s art collector, 
however, doesn’t follow their passion just to leave their 
money hanging on the wall or hiding in their wine cellar.  
Art collections have become dynamic assets, utilized as loan 
collateral and as part of investment portfolios.  

The emergence of art and other collectibles as a new 
financial asset class alongside traditional assets like bonds, 
equities, real estate, or gold, has been building momentum 
for some time. In 2015, six out of eight global art markets 
experienced positive trends and a neutral-to-positive 
outlook for 2016, indicating art and collectibles may 
continue to remain an important part of the portfolios of 
high-net-worth individuals.1 The explosion of post-war and 
contemporary art prices and sales volumes, coupled with 
long-term positive trends in global wealth, have stimulated 
the emergence of new types of financial products and 
investment vehicles tied to the world of fine art and other 
rare collectible assets, such as fine wines, rare watches, 
precious stones, and stamps. Though artworks and 
collectibles themselves do not generate cash flow, investors 
and collectors can take advantage of these new financial 
services in order to unlock the liquidity of their collections 
and diversify their investment portfolios.

Albeit very uncommon in the Canadian market, and 
currently not available at ATB (though interested parties 
should discuss alternatives with their advisor), it is 
interesting to note that art-secured lending is becoming 
more common, with the size of the overall art-secured 
lending market in the US estimated at between US$15 
billion and US$19 billion in 2015.2 Art-secured lending is 
primarily offered by specialized boutique firms, and can 
include services like term loans (borrowing against your 
art), acquisition financing, dealer inventory financing, and 
arranging loans to museums and exhibitions. 

Those interested in this type of financial product should 
request their art and other collectible assets be included in 
their wealth report. This will provide a more holistic view of 
their wealth and the worth of their collection in preparation 
for discussion regarding turning their collection into liquid 
assets through art-secured lending. 

Art investment services, though still rare, are developing 
at a rapid pace and the amount of information available 
and opportunities related to art investment continue to 
grow. Art investment services can include art investment 
research, portfolio management, monitoring and selection 
of art funds, and art securitization. Art investments have a 
historically low correlation to the financial markets of other 
asset classes, such as equities, bonds, and properties, and 
therefore provide an ideal hedge against inflation and an 
important opportunity for investors to positively diversify 
their portfolios. A number of art indices, including those 
produced by Mei Moses®, are in existence, and a number 
of art investment funds have recently been established. The 
Fine Art Group, for example, was founded in 2001 by Philip 
Hoffman, a former finance director of Christie’s auction 
house. It has expanded from operating one long-term art 
investment fund to managing six funds. These privately 
offered funds generate returns through the acquisition and 
disposition of works of art. 

Investors and collectors interested in realizing the financial 
benefits of art and collectible assets should speak to their 
financial and investment advisors. They should also seek 
art advisory services. According to a survey conducted by 
Deloitte in 2015, 72 per cent of art collectors say they buy 
art for passion with an investment view.3 As with any asset 
class, passion investing requires careful consideration 
and expert advice. Art advisory services can include art 
research (regarding authenticity—collectors can also refer 
to The Art Loss register, a database of stolen art—as well 
as art markets, prices, etc.), representation of your interests 
during purchases and sales, art management (valuation, 
insurance, storage, collection advisory and management), 
consulting on tax implications (structuring and managing 
collections in a tax-efficient manner), and inheritance and 
philanthropic planning. There are a number of advisory 
firms that specialize in providing advice specifically targeted 
to collecting and passion investing. 

Those interested in incorporating art financial products and 
investments into their financial strategy should be aware 
that art is not a short-term investment with big returns. 
However, with the right advice and planning, you can enjoy 
both the emotional and financial benefits of art and other 
collectibles.

1 Deloitte Luxembourg & ArtTactic Art & Finance Report 2016, 16.
2 Deloitte, 18.
3 Deloitte, 17.

INVESTING WITH 
PASSION

NATALIE  
HEWTON-WATERS, MA
Business Coordinator 
Alberta Private Client
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Every entrepreneur has a story. 
Learn more at atb.com/amplifybusiness

“The dream 
  doesn’t happen 
  overnight.”
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At the risk of sounding like a snake oil salesman, or 
having this article tossed into a landfill with diet fads 
and self-help guides, I would like to share the secret(s) 
to happiness. Before I solve one of life’s great mysteries, 
let’s begin with why this topic deserves our attention.

WE AREN’T AS HAPPY AS WE SHOULD BE

In 2008, an ambitious study performed by Boston 
College had very wealthy people – those with fortunes 
in excess of $25 million – speak candidly about their 
lives and how happy they were. The results gave us 
a surprising understanding that wealthy individuals 
worry almost as much about money as poor people 
do. Wealthy people tend to experience a unique set 
of challenges that detract from their overall level of 
happiness, including a sense of isolation and a fear for 
their children’s safety and well-being.1 It seems that 
when one challenge disappears (i.e. how do I put food on 
the table?) another one emerges (i.e. what colour should 
I paint my panic room?). Money is unable to patch over 
all the holes that lead to unhappiness.

CAN MONEY BUY HAPPINESS?

Earlier in my career, I felt that “making it big” meant 
finally being able to afford a new car a few steps up from 
my Honda Civic. While I now drive a Toyota Highlander, 
for about six years I was the proud owner of an Audi 
A4 Avant. My colleagues would tease me that it was 
an overpriced station wagon, but to me it was a luxury 
sports car (with ample room for two kids car seats,  
I might add). I loved everything about it. I remember 
taking it to work for the first time: walking up to the LED 
headlights that looked like they were winking, then sitting 
behind the beautifully crafted console of shimmering 
digital lights and pulling it into drive. The whole 
experience put a smile on my face, and for many weeks 
the daily commute to and from work was a highlight  
of my day.  

As the weeks turned into months, however, the 
happiness created by my new car slowly eroded away. 
The commute was just a commute, and the car was just 
a car. 

What I experienced is what psychologists refer to as 
“hedonic adaptation”, a phenomenon in which no matter 
how good something makes us feel (or, for that matter, 
how bad), over time our emotional state drifts back to 
where we started. You would expect that many things in 
life should lead to a permanent improvement in our well-
being, yet research shows that this drift back towards 
emotional status quo happens regularly after significant 
life-changing events – marriage, job promotions, moving 
to a warmer climate, winning the lottery. Why this 
regression occurs likely comes down to two factors: 

First, once you get used to the new car, new job or new 
climate, you tend to notice it less and less. The positive 
feelings we initially experience are replaced with the day-
to-day mundane like, why is the traffic going into work so 
incredibly slow? Second, because we continuously shift 
our standards upward, once we’ve reached these new 
levels they are no longer high enough. Losing weight to 
fit into a smaller pair of jeans feels good until you realize 
that there is yet another pair of jeans smaller than the 
ones you just purchased. Nobel-prize winning economist, 
Daniel Kahneman, refers to this as the satisfaction 
treadmill. In many ways, it isn’t the level we get to but  
the rate of change. This will be easy to see in the 
following illustration. 

THE BEST THINGS IN LIFE 
AREN’T THINGS

CORY BODDY, CFA, CFP
Director and  
Investment Counselor 
ATB Investment Management Inc.
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Mary and Joe both have $4 million. Are they equally 
happy? If I told you that last year Mary had $10 million 
and Joe had $1 million, would that matter? We’ve got 
to keep running on the satisfaction treadmill to feel 
satisfied. So, to answer the question posed earlier; no, 
money cannot buy happiness, at least not the permanent 
kind.

IF WE CAN’T BUY HAPPINESS,  
WHERE DO WE GET IT FROM?

At the core of happiness are the relationships we 
develop with other people (note: self-help book lovers 
should start highlighting now). Lasting happiness comes 
from successful personal relationships, helping others 
and spending quality time with friends and family. Many 
of my clients tell me they get more out of the act of  
giving than the actual gift itself. In my own small way,  
I know this to be true. There is more happiness gained 
from experiences than through possessions. Vacations 
are better than a new car (especially an over-priced 
luxury station wagon), and a fun evening out with good 
friends will likely fill you up more and for longer than 
say, a new pair of shoes. Good health matters a lot too, 

Dave Mowat
President and CEO

What’s the
big idea?

atblistens.com

When I listen to Albertans, I hear comments that we’re smaller 
than other banks.
Well they’re right, we are smaller. And while 98% of all Alberta 
businesses are considered “small”, too, they’re a big deal to our 
province. Not only do they employ most of us, they’re the principle 
drivers of our economy. 
Being smaller means we’re not on hold for Toronto HQ. We’re 
in your communities, co�ee shops, co-ops, hockey rinks and 
businesses, helping Albertan job creators innovate and grow.
Smaller means that we can specialize, focussing on Smaller means 
that we can specialize, focussing on entrepreneurs’ business and 
personal livelihoods — rather than profits for far away stakeholders. 
So yes, ATB is smaller. And for Albertans, that’s a big advantage. 
If you’re happy with your bank, you should stay there. If not, 
ATB listens.

but surprisingly, healthy individuals imagine that many 
illnesses would be worse than death, and yet, for people 
who have those illnesses, they are no less happy and, 
in many instances, are experiencing a renewed zest for 
life, saying they wouldn’t change a thing. Fulfillment in life 
requires continuous energy, and like the relationships  
in our lives, it shouldn’t be taken for granted.

FUTURE WITHDRAWALS FROM YOUR 
PORTFOLIO…IF REQUIRED

My colleagues and I remind our clients that their 
investment portfolios with us are there to serve a 
purpose. And while part of me might be thinking, “keep 
your money with us and let it grow”, a bigger part of me 
is excited to see how my clients will use their resources 
in their pursuit of happiness and a life worth living. As 
you do this, just remember that the best things in life 
aren’t things.

1 Boston College. (2007, November). Boston College launches first 
national survey to focus on joys and dilemmas of ultra-wealthy 
[Press release]. Retrieved from http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/rvp/
pubaf/07/CWP_UltraRich.pdf
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TANIS JALBERT
Wealth Specialist  
Alberta Private Client

I often get questions about charitable giving in the 
context of estate planning. These questions arise for  
a number of reasons. Sometimes clients are drawn 
to give to a particular charity based on a personal 
experience such as receiving treatment at a hospital 
or benefitting from a charity themselves. Other times, 
clients wish to create a lasting legacy by establishing a 
bursary or scholarship in their family name. Then there 
are the tax advantages that may be the motivating 
factor for clients who are perhaps selling a business and 
wanting to reduce their tax bill. Whatever the reason, 
there are a number of options available to clients that 
can be tailored to achieve their objectives and wishes. 

From an estate planning perspective, there are a few 
basic ways to donate to a charity. You can leave a gift in 
your Will to the charity. The gift can be a specific item (for 
example, a collectible item), a lump sum amount  

or a percentage of your net estate. Another option is to 
set up a charitable remainder trust which allows you to 
leave your net estate for the benefit of family members 
during their lifetime and then on their death, the balance 
is paid to a charity. Particularly when tax planning is 
a consideration, the charity can also be named as 
beneficiary of a RSP, RIF or life insurance policy.

When questions about charitable giving arise, I regularly 
refer to the following chart put together by ATB Investor 
Services in our Giving Back brochure. This chart is an 
excellent summary of some of the common options 
and considerations that come into play when including 
charitable giving in your estate plan.

If charitable giving is of interest to you, I would suggest 
you start by giving thought to your wishes. For example:

• Are you considering donating in your life and/or  
on death? 

• Are you planning to make a one time donation  
or ongoing donations?

• Do you want your family to continue your legacy? 

• Is there one charity you would like to benefit  
or multiple causes?

With your charitable intentions in mind, the next step 
is to talk to your accountant to determine the most tax 
efficient way to achieve your charitable wishes, and your 
lawyer as to how to structure the charitable giving in 
your lifetime and/or on death.

CHARITABLE GIVING

Donor  
advised fund
Typically led  
by financial
institutions.

Private 
foundation
There are over 2300  
active in Canada.  
Most of these are 
family foundations.

Community 
foundation
There are about 
175 foundations  
created by communities  
in Canada, working  
with local charities.

Start up  
costs

Minimum 
contribution Ongoing costs

Donor 
involvment

Choosing 
charities

Amounts  
of grants

None Varies, with 
ATB it is 
$100,000, with 
a minimum of 
$10,000
for any 
subsequent
contributions

Varies from 
0.5% - 2% 
annually.*
Grant 
distribution,
reporting 
and trailer 
fees may be 
charged

Donor can recom-
mend grants to 
qualified registered 
charities. Donor can 
involve family and 
name the foundation.
Grants are approved 
by the fund’s trustees.

Donor 
chooses
registered 
charity

Minimum 
disbursement
quota require-
ment of
4% annually

None $10,000 0.5% to 1.5%
annually

Donor can recommend 
grants, which are subject 
to board approval. Donor 
has naming rights, and 
can appoint successor 
to advise on fund after 
death. Opportunity for 
involvement in high 
impact community lead-
ership, events and site 
visits as desired.

Primarily in 
local com-
munity.
Donor may
select other 
registered
charities.

Determined 
by foundation

Typically 
$15,000  
or higher

No mandated
minimum. 
Typically
$5 million and 
above

0.75% - 1.5%
annually

Donor appoints 
board to handle 
granting. Donor 
can involve 
family and name 
the foundation.

Founding 
donor selects
charities. 
Granting
committee can 
amend these 
subject to the 
bylaws of the 
foundation

Determined 
by board

* Cidel’s administrative fee is 0.5% and other costs are dependent of the investment strategy and amount invested.
Please note: this table has been reproduced (incompletely) from “Giving Back”, a publication of ATB Investor Services.
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TYLER SIMMS, CFA
Director and  
Investment Counselor 
ATB Investment Management Inc.

TAKE THE STRESS OUT  
OF INVESTING

Most of us are aware of the stresses that personal 
finance can pose at various stages of our lives. But for 
many, investing can be a particularly intimidating and 
nerve wracking plight.  

This anxiety stems largely from the fact that investment 
markets are turbulent and highly unpredictable on  
a day to day basis. Adding fuel to the fire is the torrent 
of market news headlines which, as we know, are rarely 
optimistic and mostly promote fear and a sense of 
urgency. One of my favourites came earlier this year at 
the depths of January’s market pullback when Royal Bank 
of Scotland admonished investors to “sell everything!”, 
a snippet that was quickly disseminated to water cooler 
conversations.  

The age of connectivity and transparency has resulted 
in more investors than ever knowing the daily close 
of the Dow Jones Index, WTI prices, 10 year treasury 
bond yields, etc. In sum, more data points to fret about. 
According to a recent poll from Edward Jones, only 22 
per cent of Canadians said they felt confident that they 
are prepared no matter how volatile markets could 
become. Even more concerning is that 42 per cent of the 
same sample set said they were unsure of their ability to 
withstand market volatility.  

In explaining the market’s frenetic nature, investor 
Ralph Wanger once likened the market to “an excitable 
dog on a very long leash in New York City, darting 
randomly in every direction. The dog’s owner is walking 
from Columbus Circle, through Central Park, to the 
Metropolitan Museum. At any one moment, there is no 
predicting which way the pooch will lurch. But in the 
long run, you know he’s heading northeast at an average 
speed of three miles per hour. What is astonishing is that 
almost all of the market players, big and small, seem to 
have their eye on the dog, and not the owner.”1 

But ignoring the ‘dog’ in an increasingly crazy world can 
be challenging and investors often succumb to the urge 

to make reactive and abrupt changes to their long-term 
investment strategy. The truth is, doing nothing is almost 
always the best approach. Many investors struggle with 
this paradox because investing is a discipline unlike many 
where there is no direct correlation between effort spent 
and the quality of the outcome. As William Smead once 
quipped “Your common stock portfolio is like a bar of 
soap. The more you rub it, the smaller it gets.”2  

And there are numbers to prove it. Each year Dalbar,  
a US-based leader in financial services market research, 
conducts a study called the ‘Quantitative Analysis of 
Investor Behaviour’, and 2015’s results are consistent 
with the previous 21 years’ results. Particularly shocking 
is the comparison of the average equity fund investor’s 
returns with those of the US stock market as measured 
by the S&P 500 Index: investors have underperformed 
the market benchmark by an average of 6.7 per cent 
per year over the past 30 years. Furthermore, their 
analysis shows that the most significant cause for 
underperformance is investor behaviour. All too often, 
investors fall into psychological traps driven by fear, 
greed or other outside influences, which cause them to 
make abrupt changes to their portfolio at the expense  
of their long-term strategic plan.3

The best way to close this ‘behaviour gap’ is through 
disciplined planning, beginning with the development  
of an Investment Policy Statement (IPS). Your IPS should 
act as a guiding light for your investment strategy and 
remind you of the purpose of your investment program 
through all market conditions, and over all timeframes. 
It will include a blueprint of a properly constructed 
portfolio, one with an appropriate risk level, sufficient 
diversity, high quality investment managers, and low fees 
–a portfolio built to provide the best chance of attaining 
your financial milestones, in spite of what the market 
throws our way.

Successful investing requires a long-term view and 
extreme patience, and investors should expect to feel 
the pressures of short-term noise along the way. By 
formalizing a vision and remaining disciplined, you’ll 
be better fit to diffuse the pressures of interim market 
volatility and refocus on your ultimate objectives.

1 Bernstein, W. J. (2002). The four pillars of investing: Lessons  
for building a winning portfolio. New York: McGraw Hill

2 W. Smead. (2016, March 29). Toll Bridge Stocks: Don’t Just Do 
Something, Sit There. Retrieved from http://smeadcap.com/
smead-strategies/smead-blog/entries/2016/03/29/toll-bridge-
stocks-dont-just-do-something-sit-there/

3 DALBAR, Inc. (2015, December 31). DALBAR’S 22nd Annual 
Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior. Retrieved from  
http://www.qidllc.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/2016-Dalbar-
QAIB-Report.pdf
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